
WHAT’S 
IN STORE?

KDC STORE - GROUND PREPARATION

When purchasing one of our 5-star KDC Flat Pack 
Portable Stores, there are a number of things to consider 
when preparing the area for its arrival, the type of ground 
you should place it on, and how it should be positioned. 

Read on to find out what you should and shouldn’t  
do to ensure a smooth and safe delivery. 
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5-STAR RATED



PREPARING FOR  
THE ARRIVAL

DO measure out the dimensions of your store  
in advance to find an optimal position for it. See 
back page for minimum ground area needed. 

DON’T rush into choosing a location. Have a good 
think about why one area will be more suitable  
than another.

DO choose level and firm ground that’s easily 
accessible for the delivery truck. 

DON’T place the KDC Store directly onto loose  
or soft ground, as this could cause it to sink.

DO use a compacted hardcore, slabbed  
or concrete base to raise it off the ground. 

DON’T have it placed on top of mud,  
or into puddles.



DO use timber railway sleepers or heavy-duty 
concrete slabs on top of loose, soft ground if  
you have to place it on this surface. 

DON’T leave any debris on the ground before 
positioning your KDC Store. 

DO position your KDC Store away from large  
trees to avoid leaves blocking the gutters. 

DON’T choose a location in close proximity to 
phone or power cables that would obstruct the 
lifting crane. 

DO think about which way the doors are going  
to face and if there is adequate space when  
they’re opened. 

DON’T use corner supports of varying heights  
to try and turn uneven ground into a level base.



STAYING  
SAFE

DO stand well back during the delivery  
and follow the driver’s instructions. 

DON’T try to help the driver by connecting  
or disconnecting chains. 

DO make sure the delivery driver can see you  
at all times during the lifting operation. 

DON’T stand in a place where the store  
may unexpectedly swing towards. 



CUSTOMER  
REVIEWS

I was looking for a robust domestic tool shed that could deal 
with harsh weather and an exposed location, and the KDC 
metal storage container proved ideal for my needs. Staff were 
quick to answer my initial queries, and provided excellent 
service throughout the purchase and delivery process. 
Assembly was quick and straight forward and I am very  
happy with the finished product.

Morag McCullagh

Very helpful and pleasant service. They are quick to reply back to 
your emails and always happy to help. Highly recommend them!

Darren Wiseman

We were looking for a ‘bike shed’ to house future cycling 
purchases after we converted our garage for a home office. 
We spotted a Safetrade 247 2m x 2m storage unit being 
used at our local woodland project. It seemed ideal for our 
purposes and purchased a 2m x 3m one. It is ideal, fits 3 
bikes, a foldable table tennis table, garden furniture etc just 
like Mary Poppin’s carpet bag! It was relatively simple to 
construct by two people. Couldn’t be more impressed.

David Williamson



If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to get in 
touch with a member of our team. We hope you 
enjoy your new KDC Portable Store and would 
appreciate it if you could leave us a review to let 
others know how it has benefitted you. 

The Team at Safetrade247 

WWW.SAFETRADE247.CO.UK
Email: sales@safetrade247.co.uk

ADVISABLE MINIMUM  
PREPARED GROUND  
AREA: 

PRODUCT CODE AREA

SMKDCS 2500mm x 1750mm
SMKDC2 2300mm x 2300mm
SMKDC3  3200mm x 2300mm
SMKDC4  4100mm x 2300mm
SMKDCC2 2300mm x 2300mm
SMKDCC3  3200mm x 2300mm
SMKDCC4  4100mm x 2300mm


